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One needs only- to view the lighits
which ti-p and dance through the night
skies in the northern latitudes to

-appreciate their.fa5cination.
Nonetheless, the degree of inter-

national scientific co-operation the
Northern Lights have engendered is
surprising. Especially when such co-
operation is, says Dr. Gordon Rostqker,
"as difficuit on the scientific scene as on
the political one." And one gets the
impression that the University of Alber-
ta physicist. speaks from experience -

Mbkely experience gained as a member of
the steering committee of the latest
international effort to unlock the secrets'
of the Northern Lights, the Inter-
national Magnetospheric Study.

In many, respects, says Dr.
Rostoker, the IMS, begun in 1976 and
ending this year, is a follow-up to the
first international co-operative look at
the Lights, the International Geophysics
Year of 1958.

The current co-operative effort
involves 40 countries contrîbuting data
tromn satellites and froin ground-based
monitoring equipinent. "Our lab is the
worid," says Dr. Rostoker, explaining
that the study of a phenomenon such as
the Northern Lights has to involve
people all over the world; it- is not

?esomething one country alone couid do.
gut why such an interest in the

Northern Lights? Dr. Rostokerexplains
that there isenergy around -us in
different modes; we are alifamiliar with
the energy transferred from the sun to us
by "good, old, ordin&ry light," but, says
the geophysiçist, energy from the sun is
also brought to us via a wind of charged
particles which brings the magnetic field
of the sun "kicking and screaming
behind it." As they approach the earth
the.particles are greatly accelerated and
it is 'their knocking about that creates
the Northern Lights.

"'By following the Lights, we can
say something, about the entire

night
phenomenon," says 'Dr. Rostoker. He
also notes, as a matter of interest, that
the physics involved in understanding
the Lights is the rame as that involved in
nuclear%, fusion research- - the saine
processes that create. the Northern
Lights go on, inside th e fusion reattors
that scientists hope' to. develop to
provide a more or less infinite supply of
energy for the 'world.

While Dr. Rostoker doesn't view
the energy at -work in the Northèrn
Lights as being harnessable, hie sayAs that
it canà have implications for mankind,
especially as man becomes increasingly
active in the North and. in near space.
There is evidence that electric currents
induced by the, magnetism associated-
with the Lights can have adverse effecta
on pipelines and powerlines built in

-arctic 'regions and on orbiting
spacecraft, especialiy. those such as
communications satellites which remain
stationary relative to a point on the
earth. And there might even bc. sorte
relationship between the Lights and the
weather, on, a long-term basis.

Canada's contribution to the lMS
consists of ground based monitoring;
the Western Canadian base for that
monitoring and the focal point -for
Canada's involvement is the Urfiversity
of Alberta.

The important role being played by
the University. is not surprising, give n
the pioneering work done at it by Dr.
Rostoker and his colleagues. They were
the first to, use co-ordinated arrays of
magnetometers to monitor the magnetic
activity of the Lights. Dr. Rostoker says
that,' previously, -magnetomecters,
devices iused for' detecting mag1hetic
fields ý- the detection devices used for
airport security are magnetomeéters -
were located randomly; thé'.University
of Alberta researchers were the first to
place the magnetometers at, regular
intervals along a line of latitude. e and
his coileagues were- also t>çe-to

Clothes, conscious
by Maggie Coates

When you go out to buy clothes, do
you ever wonder if they are flammable?

Dr. Betty Crown, of the clothing
and- textiles division of the Faculty of
Home Economnics, and Dr. Sheila
Brown of the Depart ment of Marketing
and Economic Analysis in the Faculty
of Commerce, have found.that because
federal regulations on' textile flam-
mability exist, people assume ahl textiles

-are safe.
But just because textiles meet a

standard doesn't mean they won't burn,
they say.

Drs. Crown and Brown say that in
order to make the regulations more'

*effective, a certain level of consumer
awareness is necessary. As wel1ý it's
necessary to know how important4hose
regulations are to consumers, because
there are a lot of trade-offs.' Bannîng highly flammable textiles
reduces choice in the market. Also,
adding flame retardants affects the
harshness of textiles, the ease of their
care, and their-price. _

Thus, consumers often ignore the
question of flammability, they say.

With this in mmnd, Dr. Crown and
Brown -conducted pilot experiments
using blanket and upholstery samples
which varied according to price, f lame
retardance, laundry instructions and
comfort.- Dr. Crown says that more

$*stringent regulations are needed in this
area.

Consumers froin the university-
population were asked to rank samples
according to the ones, they would most
iikely buy. Also, a larger, sample of
consumers were mailed blanket samples
and asked to do the same.

In that pilot study Drs. Crown and
Brown found consumers did not value
flame retardance in- blankets and up-
holstery. This is in contrast with
findings from studies using clothing,
especially,'' children's clothing. Dr.
Crown says cpeia be more
conscious O fle in

Textile flammabllty studled

bedding and furniture.
In the project's second phase Drs.

Crown and Brown hope to samplc more
people acorss Canada by mail.
However, they say a, lot depends on
whether -they can get funding; from the
Ministry Of Federal Consumer- and
Corporate Affairs.

The important aspect of this
project is it doesn't rely on consumer s'
stated attitudes, but their actual
behavior says Drs. Cr'own and Brown.

A lot of work, much of it inter-
disciplinary, has been done in this typeý
of consumer research in the last decade,they added. The resuits of this research
are being used ta design meaningful,:
consumner. education programs -for the
general çpublic.

Dr. Crown says there is a great need
for such prograins right *ncw.

lights, explai ne d

En.rgy fromntdu sun brlngs the Mh~afetIc fleld ln tow. Chàrg.d parties accelerae end faim ttu
Northem Uglits.

*record the information gained at. the
monitoring stations digitally* on
magnetiç tape; this improvexnent over
the older mechanicaL tracing method
allo*ed the University of Alberta gromtp
to. do in ofie iight. analysis which
prevîitsIy might have taken two years.

A a ult, "we had, the, field' to
oreTor quite a few years," says Dr.

Rostoker. Now other groups are also
recording digitally.11

The IMS is toend this year, but
that docsn't mean that the work
-,sociated with it *ill. ScientistÈ "iI be

working-with thr, information gained
fron it for a- long while as they. try to
P iec ogethér the puzzles of the
Northern Lights..

by W. Reid Glenn

It had been postulated by eariy.
Hindu priests, over two milieniums ago,
that the world and ail its elements were
constructed froin different atoins. Now
until the, late nineteenth- century,
however, had mnan's scientific apparatus
advanced to a point where such theories
could be actually investigated.,

.One of the early investigators of the
structure. of the atoin was Ernest
Rutherford, a New Zeéalander who spent,
a portion of his researchi at McGili
iUnivérsity in Montreal. His pioneering

wokin Canada led to the Nobel Prize in
chemistry in 1908. Subsequently, he
transferred -to Cambridge,.England
where lie spent the rest of his life
advancing. our state of knowiedge in
atomic physics.

Alongside such discoveries into thé
physical structure of the atoin were
corresponding mathematicai theories
which supported and explained the
laboratories' resuits. Many physicists
such as Bohr, Einstein and Planck
deveioped then-radical theories which
profoundiy shaped our perception of
the universe and its basic building block,
the atoin.

Hitler's rise in Europe greatiy
influenced the developinent of atomic
power from 1935 onwards. Many
scientists such as Einstein and Fermi,
fled froin Fascisin in Europe aýnd settled
in Britain and the United States. In late
19 39, Germany ov erran Belgium and
acquiredher large stocks of uranium
froin mines in central Africa.,

*Einstein was abreast of the
quickening pace of atomic research and
was fearful that Germany, with these
stockpiles, couid develop nuclear power

fi rst. Einstein's letters to Roosevelt in
August and October, 1939 evýentually
resulted in the "Manhattan" project; a
top secret military program i which'
developçd the -flrst- atomic weapons.-
Great Britain was aiso aware of this
threat and wisbedtojoin efforts with the
US to acceleratç atomic deveiopmefit.

The United States government was
fearful, of information leaks through the
many exiled scientists which Britain-was
employin g on lier nucleai' programn and
SO initially turifed down this offer, of
assistance. However, in the early 1940s,
the only producing uranium mine in the
free world was in, the Canadian North
West Territories, 'at Radium City on
Great Bear Lake. This mine's output
was contracted by the US governrient
but Canada informed -the US that unless
multinational developinent of atomic
power was instituted, the US wouldn't
receive any-more uranium shipinents.

Soon the "Manhattan"~ prograin
invoived ail the Allies, except the
U SSR, and resuits were forthcoming. In
1941, Enrico Fermi, in Chicago, super-
vised the construction and operation of
the first nuclear pile. 'Four years of
secret research and developinent later
sawthe explosion of the first atomnic
weapon. on July 16, 1945 at Alamogor-
do, New Mexico.

This' first plutonium bomb. was
foiiowed by the first uranium bomb over
Hiroshima on August 6 and the second
plutonium bomb near Nagasaki a few
days later. The war- with Japan was over
by the middle of the month. The war
brought Britain, Canada and the United
States over the threshold of nuclear
power; afterwards they embarked on
their own developinent.
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The science page is a bîweekIy féetue in t/w Gateway.
ýCqntributîons on any aspect ofscience and society are

welcome. Con'tact Julie Ureen, rôoom 282 SUR 432-5168,
with -your idras.,
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